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Executive Head’s Assembly 

I am delighted to be joining you as Executive Head at Shrewsbury House School this week and it was a great 
honour to present my first assembly to the boys with the theme of ‘Getting to know each other’. 

 
It was a little strange to start this new job with most of my school not here in front of me during my assembly, 
but I know that the boys have been doing an excellent job with distance learning and we are finding new ways 
to engage even when they are not all physically here. 
 
This term, I would like to get to know you and the boys better and I am very much looking forward to meeting 
everyone in person when we return to school from 8th March. 
 
During my assembly I also spoke about the three things I look for in everyone, be it staff or boys, these are: 

  
1. Willingness to get stuck in and try new things - There are so many wonderful opportunities on offer at 

SHS and even when we are not all in school, everyone is still getting involved in the challenges and 

creative subjects as well, of course, as the alternative sports options. 

 
2. Always give 100% in everything you do - Whatever you are doing, give it your best effort. You are all 

familiar with the growth mindset approach and we will talk more about this later in the year, but if you 

put focused effort into something you will get better at it. 

 
3. People who are kind, smile a lot and support their friends - This is always important and perhaps even 

more so as we navigate through these uncertain times. There are so many ways to show kindness and 

it is often the small things that make the most difference. Noticing how someone is feeling and checking 

how they are or if they would like to talk is a great starting point. Greeting people with a smile and 

showing appreciation to others builds strong relationships and I know this is a strength of the 

Shrewsbury House community already. 

 

I am delighted to have already seen this in evidence through conversations with the boys and my 

colleagues. 

 
I also discussed my passion for learning and encouraged the boys to pause at the end of their lessons to consider: 
What did I learn? 
How did I learn it? 
 
Identifying successful strategies for learning and finding what works for each individual will help each boy to 
become effective learners. 
 
As we plan the full return to school in person, reflecting on our learning will be important. However, we will also 
be focusing on the feelings and emotions each boy may experience as they move into a wider and busier 
environment than they have experienced in recent months. We will be in touch in the coming days with more 
detail on this and tutors will be discussing the return to school with the boys, allowing them time to express 
their range of emotions on this topic. For me, the overwhelming feeling is excitement and I look forward to 
seeing the boys, and you, from 8th March.  
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Scholarship News  

Very well done to Otis Clark who has been awarded a football scholarship at St Bede's School when he will join 

their Football Academy in September. 

A huge congratulations to talented musicians; Ralph Moggs and Robin Moggs who have been awarded Music 
Scholarships to The Royal Grammar School (RGS Guildford). 
  

 

Plus Prizes 

Congratulations to the following boys who have received their third plus prizes: 

 

Drake: Hugo Norris and Elijah Underwood 

Grenville:  Ollie Campbell and Ruaridh Dunsire Moore 

 

Congratulations to the following boys who have received their second plus prizes: 

 

Drake: Max Aherne, Noah Brownlow, Sam Cruise, Luca del Rey, George Hall, Josh Jacobs, Conor O Kelly, Troy 

Pepper, Felix Samuels and Marcus Santinon 

Grenville: Max Buchanan, Nicholas Chan, George Chapman, Christian Dickinson, Liam Gopal, Charlie Hulme, 

Shayan Khurshid, Jed Lloyd, Ethan Luo, Sam McIlroy, Taysir Sharaf and Jack Webster 

Nelson: Daniel Casebourne, Toby Craig, Louis Deverill, Oliver Garbutt, Dilan Guganeswaran, Magnus Hansen, 

Avi Johal, Aaryan Kamath, Caspar Maxwell Randeria, Alfie Mitchell, Barney Mitchell, Freddie Mundell, Seva 

Musatov, Lewis Ridley-Smith, Nilay Sagoo, Kevin Ruo and Frederik von Danwitz 

Raleigh: Harry Bunce, Jasper Cole, Ronny Dogra, Ernie Hill, Joseph Lowery, Piers Parladorio, Hector Thom and 

Siggi von Kaltenborn. 

 

Congratulations to the following boys who have received their first plus prizes: 

 

Nelson: Hari Gill and Oliver Ross 

 

House Scores: 

Nelson:    52           Drake:    51              Grenville:    50          Raleigh:   49 

  

Head of Year Commendations 

Year 3 

Ben Arrowsmith, Alexander Atkinson, Benjy Cairns, Henry Godsell, Stanley Liu, Konstantin Musatov, 

Alexander Wright, Adrian Zhang – For being Online Learning Superstars and the fantastic effort and positive 

approach they have shown to their learning whilst we have been working remotely.  

Year 5 

Adam Dizayee - For his excellent efforts and determination in authoring and editing his own Year 5 newsletter. 

Max Snead - For his super perseverance in raising money for the NHS through running 50km in 2 weeks. 
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Tutor Session Report by Mr Eaves, Deputy Head, Pastoral  

The boys were very excited this week as the news of the imminent return to school came through. Their minds 

began to turn to being back in the classrooms with their friends and we are really excited to offer them the 

chance to vote for the school menu on their first day back. The choice of cuisine sparked some very interesting 

discussions and the winner will remain a closely guarded secret ahead of the return. The two tutor sessions 

next week will allow the boys to further prepare for the return. We are aware that they have been out of 

school for a while now and the sessions will be created to allow boys to talk about how they are feeling and to 

ask any questions that they may have to their tutors.  

On Wednesday we enjoyed a wonderful tutor group assembly from 7VT, the boys led and produced the 

assembly on the topic of news and the importance of understanding where our news comes from. Many 

budding reporters then delivered news items of interest. Very well done to all of the members of 7VT for their 

contributions to a very memorable and well produced assembly. 

Over the half term, we have enjoyed hearing about what the boys have been getting up to despite all of the 

current limitations.  

Zac Heslop (8ND) took the opportunity to help out at his local Foodbank in Walton on Thames last week. It was 

a wonderful opportunity to see the importance of what is done there and his youthful eyes were very useful in 

reading the best before dates! 

Aaron Mathews (3RR) engaged in as many off screen challenges as he could during the week. 

These included making two 3D swords and then glasses using a 3D pen, working his way through a number of 

books, writing his own poem, designing an electrical circuit and his half term culminated in a 22.4km bike ride 

through some very thick mud.  

Max Snead (5AK) ran an incredible 50K over 2 weeks and was sponsored by friends and family. He raised £380 

for NHS charities. 

Sports Report by Mr Davison, Director of Sport 

We have been really impressed with the way the boys have engaged with (and been challenged by) the remote 

learning programme for sport, PE, swimming and leadership. It will be great to have them back on site and taking 

part in sport together again. 

  

CONGRATULATIONS! –It was never in doubt – could 

the SHS Trust community of families from SHS, SHPPS 

and The Rowans Schools rise to the challenge of logging 

9520km in an effort to virtually travel to Tokyo for the 

Olympics? Motivated simply by a desire to keep 

everyone healthy and happy, and to bring families 

together, we hit the target over the half-term break 

(actually hitting the 10000km mark in just 10 days!). If 

you made one of the 800+ entries – be proud! What 

superstars you are! 
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KEEP GOING! Although the SHS “Walk to School” closed in respect of the House 

challenge, do not stop! There are few better ways to start each day than with a 

little exercise and a short walk almost always fits the bill. Let it become a habit, 

grab a family member and/or the dog and enjoy!  

 

CHALLENGE ON! Your sons can point you in the direction of an amazing resource 

of activities and challenges put together by the fantastic SHS team of staff. These 

“off-screen” challenges can be sourced on the boys’ Google Classrooms and have 

been designed with their best interests at heart – but what about you?! We 

challenge you to engage with your son and try some of these challenges and 

activities for yourself – great fun is guaranteed! 

BRAINS AND BRAUN! The boys in Years’ 5-8 are continuing with their project based 

learning this week. Following some insightful and open projects based around the 

core values of the Paralympics, the boys are now charged with some sporting skills 

analysis. This is already proving not just of great value but also wonderful fun – 

identifying and celebrating some of the most outrageous sporting skills from 

around the world. 

 

CAMPS ARE BACK! If anyone deserves the opportunity to be with friends kicking, throwing and running around 

all day it is the boys! Please do save the dates: 

Football Camp: Monday 29th March – Thursday 1st April, All Weather Surface, Ditton Road, KT66RL.  

Book here 

Cricket Camp: Monday 12th – Friday 16th April, Almshouse Lane Sports Ground, KT92ND.  

Book here 

Stay safe, stay active. 

D.T. Awards by Mr Spires, Head of Design and Technology 

 
 

Congratulations to the following boys in Year 4 for all their superb work on their marble run projects during this 

term: Oliver Black, Maximilian Buchanan, Fin Conway, Alexander Da Costa, Sam Cruise, Oliver Hill, Zach 

Hitchins, Conor O'Kelly, Simon Morris, Alfred Phillips, Daniel Prisyazhnyuk, Rory Reynolds, Hugo Rikkerink, 

Kevin Ruo, Elijah Underwood and Jack Wright. 

The objective of the project was to make a marble run using recycled materials such as cardboard, packaging, 

cereal boxes, envelopes, plastic bottles and so on. The boys then timed how long it would take the marble to 

travel to the bottom with a challenge of trying to get the marble to travel for as long as possible.  

Photo above: Anton 

Stepanek, Year 7 walking 

to Tokyo with a friend’s 

pet rat. As the rat didn’t 

walk independently he 

didn’t add to the miles! 

https://cobhamacademy.wufoo.com/forms/xln18l1ynr8ha/
https://cobhamacademy.wufoo.com/forms/x1ys1voi1294lpy/
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Science Update by Mrs Greaves, Science Teacher  

 

    

Year 4 boys have been looking at the weather in their STEM online lessons. The boys had to invent and design 
a weather predictor out of materials they had at home, sketch a plan of it, make it and then present it to the 
rest of the class. Some very interesting machines were invented, one even used an old mobile phone! Windy 
weather seemed to be the favourite to predict – photos above.   

Well done boys! 

 

Future Schools 

Harrow School Virtual Open Mornings – Saturday 27th February and Saturday 13th March.  
Click here to register. 

 
Tonbridge School Virtual Presentation – Monday 8th March at 7.00pm. 
A letter containing the joining details was sent from Mrs Hubbard to parents on 24th February.  
 
 

 

Have a wonderful weekend.  

 

Joanna Hubbard 

Executive Head   
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